Abstract-In this paper, we consider the provision of primary frequency control by using battery energy storage systems (BESSs). In particular, we use a standard droop-based frequency control for a BESS where the control action (i.e. the BESS power output) consists in the contribution of two additive terms: the regulating power, proportional to the frequency deviations, and an offset term computed to manage the BESS State-of-Energy (SOE). In the context of such a control scheme, we propose a method to forecast the BESS energy for regulation needs and we show that the inclusion of such a forecast can increase the regulating power provision. Finally, we demonstrate the performance of the proposed approach by means of a real-scale experimental setup composed by a grid-connected 720 kVA/560 kWh BESS installed at the EPFL campus in Lausanne, Switzerland.
I. INTRODUCTION
There is a general technical consensus that the progressive displacement of conventional generation in favour of production from renewable sources requires distributed generation (DG) and storage to provide grid ancillary services. In this context, grid-connected battery energy storage systems (BESSs) are gaining increasing focus thanks to their fast ramping compared to conventional generation units [1] - [3] . Several authors have proposed different methods to provide primary frequency regulation (PFR) with BESSs, e.g. by using adaptive droop control [4] , offset frequency control signals [5] and model predictive control (MPC) exploiting shortterm predictions of the grud frequency [6] . In this paper, we consider the problem of the provision of PFR with BESSs using a droop-based control strategy. The control is composed by three consecutive phases: i) the a-priori computation of the droop coefficient with an optimisation problem; ii) the periodical (with a period of length T , ranging from 1 to 24 hours), computation of an offset power to maintain continuous operation, based on the BESS state of energy (SOE) and forecast of the energy needed for regulation via autoregressive (AR) models; iii) the real-time control, which implements a power setpoint consisting in the sum of the regulating and offset power.
With regard to this general control structure we: i) introduce two forecasting methods to predict the energy needed for regulation over subsequent periods by using AR models of different orders; ii) compute the maximum possible regulating capacity according to technical constraints and desired reliability requirements; iii) examine how the duration of the period for the computation of both the droop coefficient and the power offset affect the performance of such control scheme and iv) validate the method by simulations and experiments with a grid-connected BESS.
An extensive comparison between the two forecasting methods is carried out to assess the benefits of incorporating the forecast of the regulating energy need in the proposed control. The performance of the proposed control framework is validated by simulations in Matlab/Simulink and experimentally tested using a grid-connected 720 kVA/560 kWh BESS installed at the EPFL campus in Lausanne, Switzerland [7] .
The contributions of this paper are twofold. First, we introduce a method to forecast the BESS energy need due to PFR and we demonstrate that it allows to increase the provision of regulating power. Second, we perform an extensive experimental campaign to: i) evaluate the reliability and success rate of the control framework; ii) evaluate the ability of the BESS to follow the regulation signal, with performance metrics as in [8] ; iii) infer the long-term performance of the proposed method using the above mentioned simulation environment.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we describe the methods to forecast the energy need of a BESS performing PFR. In Section III, we describe the implemented control algorithms. In Section IV, the main simulation and experimental results are presented. Section V summarizes the main contributions and perspectives of this paper.
II. FORECAST OF ENERGY REQUIRED FOR REGULATION
Since BESSs can store a limited amount of energy, in order to provide a given amount of regulating power for a predetermined duration, a BESS needs to continuously adopt its reservoir level. Therefore, in order to maximise the capacity of providing regulating power, it is important to quantify the energy that the BESS needs to make available to accomplish the PFR service provision over a future period of duration period T . Since regulating power P pf r is proportional to frequency deviations ∆f from the nominal frequency, the regulating energy E pf r is proportional to the integral of such deviations over the considered interval:
where W f is the integral over a time window T of the deviations of frequency from its nominal value, and α is the droop coefficient in kW Hz −1 . It is worth noting that (1) assumes that the regulating power is also deployed in response to frequency deviations within ±10 mHz. Typically, European grid codes do not require activation within this band [9] . However, it can be demonstrated that the disregard of such practice has a negligible effect on the resulting W f values and on the subsequent control.
The quantity W f , over a long enough time horizon is equal to zero (considering a power grid with a sufficient amount of secondary frequency control reserve). However, this is not generally true for shorter intervals, and we show that it is possible to forecast the value of W f and use it to achieve efficient PFR strategies. The analysis detailed in these paragraphs has been carried out on two separate datasets, respectively composed by two years (2014-2015) of frequency measurements collected by National Grid Electricity Transmission (NGET) 1 and by one year (2016) of on-site frequency measurements at EPFL [10] . From the frequency timeseries, we have computed several W f timeseries, with integration intervals T of increasing length from 1 to 24 hours. The objective is to verify the possibility to use autoregressive models (AR) in order to forecast W f .
The usage of AR models requires the analysis of the probability density function of the variable W f and its autocorrelation [11] . Figure 1 shows in red the quantile-quantile plots obtained for two W f timeseries (respectively from the NGET and EPFL databases and with different T ) and in blue the same plot for the quantiles of a normal distribution. Such plots demonstrate that the data of such timeseries are close to normally distributed and suggest the use of AR models. Figure 2 -a shows the autocorrelation of the timeseries composed by subsequent W f values computed for the NGET database and with T =1h as an example. Modelling such timeseries as a persistent process (i.e. assuming that there are not relevant dynamics that can be captured), at every timestep we predict the value W f (k) = µ f = 0. For such model (hereafter AR(0)), the model residual corresponds the value of W f itself, being r k = W f (k) − W f (k) = W f . We see that the residuals for such model present an autocorrelation that is, for the lower lags, higher than for white noise (indicated by the blue lines in the plot). This suggests that W f contains dynamics that can be modelled with an higher order model. the lowest order that successfully captures all the relevant dynamics for all the period lengths T ), hereafter referred as AR (8) . It can be seen that the residual autocorrelation does not show, in this case, any value outside the band identifying white noise. Similar results are obtained for all values of T and for both datasets considered (not reported here for sake of space). Table I compares the standard deviation of the residuals of models AR(0) and AR(8) obtained for integration periods T of increasing duration. It can be observed that this value is lower for the AR(8) model for all T . Using such a prediction model provides two relevant results for the PFR control strategy. First, a model with lower variance allows to use a higher droop coefficient and therefore provide higher regulating power (as detailed in Section III-A). Second, the predicted value W f , recomputed periodically, can be used to improve the state of energy management associated to such droop coefficient (as detailed in Section III-B).
III. CONTROL STRATEGY The BESS control consists in a standard droop-based frequency regulation strategy where the BESS's active power output is given by the sum of the regulating power P f and the offset term P SOE , computed periodically to keep the SOE within its technical bounds. For each period, the control is designed to restore the reference condition of State-of-Energy, SOE 0 . It acts in three stages:
1) a-priori computation of the droop coefficient α given by the solution of an optimization problem. The latter takes into account the statistical properties of W f to determine the maximum value of α (hereafter α max ) that can be used for periods of the given duration T . The resulting α max is then fixed for all considered periods T or, in the context of ancillary service markets, fixed within the time horizon for the bidding of the frequency regulation service (e.g. one week). 2) the period-ahead operation where, on the basis of the forecast of the energy required for one period of operation T and the knowledge of the SOE of the BESS, the offset term P SOE for such period is computed. This task is defined hereafter as State-of-Energy Management (SOE-M) and is repeated for each i-th period T i ; 3) the real-time control, where the regulating action is actuated with 1 second resolution. Figure 3 shows the control diagram.
A. Droop coefficient computation
The BESS SOE is defined as the integral over the time of the power output of the battery 2 :
where E n is the BESS nominal energy capacity. The value of the droop coefficient α is determined by solving the optimisation problem detailed below, aiming at maximizing the droop coefficient while respecting the constraints on the energy that can be stored in the battery. The optimization constraints are built to ensure a continuous operation of the battery.
Starting from an initial condition of SOE(T i ) = SOE 0 , the maximum deviation during one period T must be equal to
, the reference condition SOE 0 has to be chosen in the range [0, 0.5]. From equation (3), SOE (T i+1 ) can be expressed as function of W f :
Therefore, considering a confidence level ρ and the value distribution of the residuals of the energy need forecasting as defined in section II, the optimization problem can be expressed as:
subject to:
where P r (·) denote the probability that the argument occurs. This problem has an analytical solution. By applying (4), (7) can be written as:
Since W f is a normally distributed stochastic process with variance σ f (as shown in Section II), Eq. 8 is satisfied by:
where the value of k is related to that of the selected ρ, e.g. k = 1.96 for ρ = 0.95, k = 2.58 for ρ = 0.99, etc.. Since the objective in 5 is to maximise the regulating power provided with the BESS, the maximum droop coefficient and solution of the problem 5-7 is:
The value of the standard deviation of the residuals σ f depends on the autoregressive model used and length of the period T . An autoregressive model of higher order, such as AR (8) has a lower variance of the residuals obtained with an AR(0) model. Therefore, its use is convenient as it leads to a higher value for α and a higher regulating capacity.
B. State-of-Energy Management
The SOE-M uses a power offset profile to restore the initial condition, SOE 0 , at the beginning of each consecutive operation period in order to ensure a reliable and continuous regulation. At the beginning of the period, the SOE-M measures the SOE of the battery, forecasts the evolution of the SOE in the next period and, on the basis of this result, computes the offset power profile. The offset power is computed to avoid hitting the SOE limits in the upcoming period of operation. To achieve this goal, the prediction of the SOE variation due to regulation at the end of the upcoming period, which is provided by the forecasting methods detailed in section II, is exploited. When using the AR(0) model, the predicted SOE at the end of the upcoming period of operation, SOE(T i+1 ), is equal to the current one SOE(T i ). An autoregressive model of higher order, such as AR (8) , allows for a more precise prediction and SOE(T i+1 ) will differ, in general, from SOE(T i ). The energy to be exchanged by the BESS in the following period will be therefore:
where:
SOE(T i+1 ) = SOE(T i ) + ∆ SOE i for AR (8) . (13) The offset power to satisfy such energy need is set to be constant over the period T i+1 − T i , and equal to: The impact of the offset profile is shown graphically in Figure 4 . At the beginning of the period the state of energy is in principle different from SOE 0 . Moreover, the expected SOE at the end of the period will vary of a quantity ∆ SOE i , predicted via the models proposed in Section II. The space of the expected trajectories for the upcoming period therefore is tilted by a quantity which depends on the value of SOE(T i ) and ∆ SOE i . At the end of the period, the state of energy is expected to be in the range [ SOE(T i+1 ) ± k · σ E f )]. Such interval may exceed the range of capable SOE, and so the reliability of the PFR provision can not be ensured (see Figure  4 -a).
When the offset profile is implemented, the space of the expected trajectories is modified. The offset power is constant over all the period, so the energy injected or extracted form the battery during such period follows a linear increasing or decreasing shape,
therefore, the expression of the evolution of the state of energy during the time can be written as:
The addition of the power offset profile impacts the evolution of the state of energy by aligning the confidence interval on SOE (T i+1 ) with the BESS capability. From the graphical point of view, these relationships can be interpreted as in figure 4 -b. Applying a constant power offset, the impact on the evolution of the SOE consist in a ramp added to the state of energy trajectory. The space of the possible trajectories is therefore shifted and the confidence level, at the end of the following period, results to be centered within the capability of the BESS.
C. Real-time control
In real-time, the frequency deviation ∆f is measured with 1 second resolution and every second the BESS power setpoint is refreshed as:
Where the value of α max is determined a priori as in subsection III-A and the value of P SOE is computed as described in Section III-B and updated once every period T .
IV. RESULTS
In this Section, the main results obtained by applying the proposed methods are shown. Notably, Subsection IV-A shows the values of droop coefficients determined for the two datasets, the two forecasting models and for various values of T . Subsection IV-B shows the simulation results obtained for such values and compares the performances of the control based on AR(0) and on AR (8) . Finally, Subsection IV-C shows results obtained applying the proposed methods to the control of a 720 kVA/560 kWh grid-connected BESS. These are with the objective of validating experimentally the proposed methods, evaluating the BESS performances in performing PFR and validating the simulation environment used in Subsection IV-B.
A. Droop coefficient computation
The algorithm for the computation of the droop coefficient α max has been used for each of the considered periods. Tables  II and III show such results. Notably, Table II refers to the  droop coefficient values computed from the frequency dataset  provided by NGET. Table III , refers to the data collected in one year at the EPFL campus and that have been used in the experiments described in Section IV-C.
The method presented in Section III-A determines the value of α max on the basis of the energy capability of the BESS. In the case of the EPFL 720 kVA/560 kWh BESS, since both energy and power ratings are given, also the latter should be used to determine the α max . The theoretical value of α max corresponds to the minimum value between α e max (i.e. the maximum droop coefficient based on the BESS energy capability, found as in Section III-A) and α p max (i.e. the maximum droop coefficient compatible with the BESS power ratings). The latter term can be computed as follows:
where P max SOE is the maximum possible value of the power offset, P 0 is the rated power of the BESS, and P max f is the maximum regulating power. All the values in Table III have been computed considering a grid-connected 720 kVA/560 kWh BESS and the activation of full reserve power for frequency deviation beyond ±200 mHz, as dictated by ENTSO-E grid codes [12] . Table III shows that for the EPFL 720 kVA/560 kWh BESS and for the T ≤6h, the theoretical value of α max is determined by the BESS power ratings rather than its energy capability. In Section IV-C, details are given about the values of T and α max used to experimentally validate the methods proposed in this paper with the specific ratings of the EPFL BESS.
B. Simulations
The performance of the proposed control framework is validated by simulations in Matlab/Simulink. The simulator uses one year of frequency measurements for the NGET database as input and the BESS state of energy as output. It presents two different models of BESS. In the ideal model the losses are not taken into account, whereas in the real one the losses are modeled as in [7] . Specifically the battery is considered as the series of a voltage sources and a resistance and the values of both depend on the battery state of charge (SOC). The SOE-M performance in the simulation environment has been evaluated for three periods T , two different confidences levels (95% and 99%), and for the two different autoregressive models (AR(0) and AR (8)). The results of these simulations are evaluated by quantifying the failure rate λ T . The SOE-M fails in its control when the BESS reaches its capability limits and cannot provide power for frequency regulation. The control failure rate λ T corresponds to the duration of the period in which the BESS is not able to perform its tasks, expressed in percentage of the simulation duration. From the definition of the droop coefficient given in Section III-A, over one period of operation the expected failure rate is related to the confidence ρ on the control action as follows: Table IV presents the results of the simulations. The failure rate λ T is on average equal to 3.8% for the simulation based on a ρ=95% and a BESS with unitary efficiency and to 4.7% for the simulation based on a ρ=95% and a BESS with nonunitary efficiency. In both cases the average failure rate for the simulation is close to the expected value of 5%. Moreover, it can be observed that the introduction of a more accurate BESS efficiency model does not provide results considerably different from those obtained for an ideal BESS.
C. Experiments
The algorithm has been tested experimentally using a dedicated setup consisting in a grid-connected 720 kVA/560 kWh BESS installed at the EPFL campus in Lausanne [7] . Frequency measurements are from an on-site PMU-based metering system [10] . Three sets of experiments have been carried out.
The purpose of the first group of experiments is the evaluation of the ability of the algorithm to ensure the rated reliability. Such series of experiments has been carried out for T =3h and T =6h and with the α max defined as in section III-A, based on the BESS energy capability. The choice of T =3h and T =6h, although in contrast with the results presented in Table III , is justified by two observations. On one hand, experiments based on T =12h or T =24h would need a considerably long run-time to achieve statistically relevant results. On the other side, for smaller T , an α max computed as in Section III-A would generate an ineffective regulation, since even for deviations of relatively small magnitude, the BESS power would be limited by its power rating and the regulation signal would not be tracked accurately. For T =3h and T =6h, the power rating of the battery would limit the BESS power from tracking the regulating signal only in the occurrence of large and infrequent frequency deviations (∆f >100mHz). These values of T are therefore suited to the purpose of validating the proposed method, although the consideration of the power ratings should be taken into account in the sizing phase of a BESS designed to perform PFR. Figure 5 shows the result of EXP5. The control fails every time the SOC is near to the limits and the battery is not able to implement the set points received from the control logic. The results of this first set of experiments are summarised in Figure 5 . Evaluation of the reliability. Results from EXP5. Top: power output, middle: absolute error between setpoint and measurement, bottom: SOE. Table V and consist of almost 500h of PFR divided in four experiments with duration H of 23 periods and 30 periods, respectively. The observed failure rates λ T for each experiment are in the neighbourhood of the expected valueλ T = 5% with the experiment based on AR(0) and T =6h being the one in which λ T is the more distant from this value, having a λ T = 2.86%. The second group of experiments aims to asses the ability of the BESS to follow the regulating signal. With regard to this purpose, the performance metrics chosen are the ones adopted by PJM Interconnect [8] . Such parameters evaluate the regulating action for each hour of service giving a general score which is the mean of three parameters delay correlation and precision. Figure 6 shows the performance scores for the 560kWh BESS object of this study, obtained on an experiment with period T =1h and a droop coefficient α=2200 kW Hz The objective of the third group of experiments is gathering experimental data to playback in the simulator in order to validate its output and support the proposed simulation results. To quantify this, data from the experiments presented in Section IV-C has been fed as input for the simulator and the power and SOE profiles generated by the simulations have been compared to the experimental data. The accuracy of the simulation environment has been quantified via the RMS value of the difference between the measured and simulated SOE, ∆SOE RM S . Figure 7 shows the SOE profiles for one of such experiments. The simulated SOE matches closely the measured one, except for the moments when the control fails due to a SOE approaching its lower bound. This difference at extreme SOE values is due the fact that the BESS internal controller imposes SOE limits that are dynamic and not always corresponding to the static bounds used in the simulation tool. Nonetheless, good simulation performances are achieved for a wide SOE range. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
We present a droop-based control framework to perform primary frequency regulation by using a BESS. The computation of the droop coefficient and the state of energy management rely on the forecast of the energy needed for regulation over a multi-hour horizon, performed by means of autoregressive models. We show that, by exploiting the information provided by such forecasts, the BESS control can exploit a higher droop coefficient value (and thus the provide more regulating power), while ensuring the same level of reliability of a base case, AR(0), in which such information is not exploited. This constitutes an improvement over typical offset-based controls for BESSs providing frequency regulation (e.g. [5] , [14] ), although it requires large datasets of historical data (not always easily accessible) to train the autoregressive models.
The proposed method is both validated via simulations and implemented in the control of a grid-connected 720 kVA/560 kWh Lithium titanate BESS. The experiments carried out in the present work demonstrate the effectiveness as well as the practical deployability of the proposed control framework. Moreover, we exploit experimental data to assess the performances of the BESS in providing primary frequency regulation, which prove to be extremely high.
Future works concern the improvement of the forecasting tools performance, the introduction of a period-based computation of the droop coefficient (e.g. definition of α on a weekly basis) and the coupling of the proposed optimal control scheme with an upper-level optimization problem to determine the optimal battery capacity.
